Term 3 Overview

English

**Spelling:** Fortnightly word list/Dictation.

  Yr4: Contractions, Final el/le, prefixes out/ un/ over and under, suffixes ly/less/ ness, Final pt/ lt/ and ft.

  Yr5: Difficult words, Same Sound oe, o, ough and ow, Long Vowels a-e, e-e, i-e, o-e and u-e, Final s, z, ss, sh, x, ch and tch, Same Sound ir, ear, ur, and er.

  Superspell lists.

**Handwriting:** Link Script; Mm, Nn, Oo, Pp, Qq, Rr, Ss, Tt, Uu

**Writing:** Narratives/Persuasive/ Procedure texts.

**Grammar/Punctuation:** Parts of Speech, Sentences/Paragraphs/Editing texts.

**Reading:** Weekly borrowing, Guided Reading, Poetry, Book Reviews, Book week books.

Maths

**Number and Algebra**

Recall Basic facts. Explain/use mental and written strategies and use digital technologies for multiplication/division with no remainder.

**Measurement and Geometry**

Use scaled instruments to measure and compare length, Convert between units of time. Use ‘am’ and ‘pm’ notation and solve simple time problems.

**Statistics and Probability**

Chance and Data: graphing/Data collection/identifying data

Science

Package it Better.
HASS

Civics and Citizenship
Differences between rules and laws/The importance of Democracy.

Geography
The Great Balloon Race.

Health and Physical Education
Fitness Activities, Premier’s Be Active, Games, skipping.

Arts
Drama: Performing a Monologue (a speech by one actor).
Music; creating movement/counting the beat
Visual Art; Drawing / constructing/designing, items for show bag.

Design and Technology
Computing; Skooville, A Maths Dictionary for Kids, Geography Research, Word Processing, A Day at The Beach, Study ladder, Powerpoint presentations, Touch Typing Tournament.

Digital Technology; Using iPads,class/resource centre computers/digital cameras.

Stem activities with Ms Princi.

Homework
Students are responsible for organising their own homework this term.
They must read a book of their choice during the week.
They must work on their literacy/numeracy goals.

Class news:
Room 12 will be presenting the assembly in week six this term.
Matsuri Day Thursday August 30th / Book week activities week six.